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To my inspirational origin
My Parents
& endless support of my wife
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Accomplishment at each stride ought to be objective in life. Behind each accomplishment re is diligent work and part of endeavors. Endeavors are productive because of individuals making smear section through obstacles in our way. Mystery of accomplishment is to never surrender. One must put on glasses of positive thinking and ought to see potential underneath him to vanquish world.

This is dependably feeling of appreciation which one communicates for accommodating administrations they render amid all periods of life. I as well, might want to do it as I wish to thank every one of individuals who helped me straightforwardly or by implication in getting this compelling assignment of examination work done.

with incredible joy and significant feeling of appreciation, i express my most welcoming and humble on account of my prominent regarded guides Dr. Rakesh Kumar Jat & Dr. Pradeep Kumar for significant direction, distinct fascination, motivation, courageous consolation and good backing all through my paper work.

Finally my life my wife, Kajal, for her constant inspiration and help amid my work.

I wish to express my appreciation to "God-Almighty", who have gave me equality to satisfy my fantasy and has showered upon me his choicest greetings.